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9 Stratolaunch takes flight; Tiger takes a fifth green jacket
10 The U.S. reports GDP; will Facebook run out of friends?
10 How not to help our overfished oceans

12 Mario Draghi may be an impossible act to follow

16 Japan’s Don Quijote is tilting at retail—and winning
18 If only there were a shot for what ails Walgreens
20 Buzzy beers with, urn, no buzz

22 How the NRA killed the smart gun
25 Al that reads between the lines in earnings reports

26 Credit-default swaps, Wall Street’s blood sport
28 Are calm markets the nail in the coffin for FX traders?
29 Vivendi’s Vincent Bolloré’s terrible, no good, very bad year

32 Rest in peace, inflation
34 Can anything stop Japan’s deflationary spiral?
35 The bond market’s $52 trillion time bomb

36 Climate change catastrophe goes nuclear
38 Europe’s rightists try to get along (with one another)
40 Т А  visit to San Antonio’s Border Security Expo
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44 Automating airline manufacture at Airbus
46 If you can stand the heat, Pared will get you into a kitchen
48 One job the robots can’t steal: Robot fixer

67 Weird wheels, “youngtimers,” and other collectible cars
70 Angkor Wat is amazing—but stay to see Siem Reap
72 You might as well dazzle in the drizzle
74 The Good Fight may be the show for our turbulent times
75 Get a top-notch pasta maker for not a lot of dough

H LAST THING 76 The unicorn IPO tsunami is not big enough



FEATURES so E lectric  D ream s
Tesla gets the hype, but BYD, the Chinese market leader, sells more vehicles

56 The Future Sounds Fine
Starkey is turning your hearing aid into a personal assistant

62 The K ids Use T ikTok N ow
But is the Chinese social media giant using them?


